
	  
	  

6 Mojolicious Guitar Scales 

 

1. The Minor Pentatonic Scale 
 

A pentatonic scale is a scale that has 5 notes per octave. The minor pentatonic scale is 
commonly used to form solos in rock, blues, and many other popular styles. We’re using 
the key of “A” for each scale because it’s cool. The scale is quick and easy to learn and to 
improvise with. Most of the great solos of our time are based on this scale. 

 

2. The Blues Scale 
 

Once you’ve learnt the minor pentatonic scale, it should be relatively easy to learn the blues scale. Simply add 

one more note to the scale, a flattened 5th (blue note) and you’re away. 

As the name suggests, the blues scale is used heavily in blues but is also used in rock and jazz based styles a lot 

too. Soloing over the blues using this scale is relatively easy to get the basics of, but you could spend a life time 

honing the subtle nuances of the style, such as the feel of the bends, vibrato and the timing of your phrases.  

 

 



	  
	  

3. The Natural Minor Scale or the Aeolian Mode 
 

The natural minor scale is very commonly used in rock and popular styles. As well as being used to form solos, 

the chords formed from the natural minor scale would be the most commonly used chords in popular chord 

progressions. 

The two main positions for the scale on the guitar are: 

 

4. The Major Scale 
 
The major scale is heavily used in a number of ways. The chords formed from the major scale are commonly used 

to form chord progressions, and there is also a lot of theory on how to form harmonies with this scale. 

Additionally, this scale is used to form modes which are also commonly used. The natural minor scale mentioned 

above as well as the Dorian mode and the Mixolydian mode below are all modes of the major scale.  

The two main positions for the scale are: 

The major scale can be used to form solos over chord progressions that are based on the chords formed from the 

major scale. The scale is also commonly used to solo over major 7th and major 6th chords in jazz based styles 

where the scales used may be changing over different chords.  

 

 



	  
	  

5. The Dorian Mode 
 
While the natural minor scale is most commonly used in rock and other popular styles to form solos over minor 

chord progressions, the Dorian mode is more commonly used to play over minor chords in jazz and fusion based 

styles. 

The main positions for the Dorian mode on the guitar are: 

6. The Mixolydian Mode 
 

The Mixolydian mode is the 5th mode of the major scale and is commonly used to improvise over dominant 

chords in jazz and fusion based styles. 

The two most common positions for the Mixolydian mode are 

 

 

 

 

 



	  
	  

Practicing Scales 

 
When practicing scales on guitar, once you have learned to play a scale position ascending and descending, it’s 
then useful to start to practice your scales in sequences. This will help ingrain the position of the scale as well as 
the sound of the scale. 

To look at a couple of common sequences start by numbering the notes of the scale in ascending order: 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ….. 

A sequence is then a repeated pattern of these numbers moving up and down the scale. 

Some common sequences of guitar scale patterns would be playing the notes of the scale in triplets as: 

1, 2, 3, 2, 3, 4, 3, 4, 5, 4, 5, 6, ….. 

Or you could practice an interval such as thirds, (commonly played as quavers): 

1, 3, 2, 4, 3, 5, 4, 6, …. 

There are also a number of 4 note sequences that are common such as: 

1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 4, …. 

or 

1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 4, ….. 

These sequences would often be played in semi-quavers. 

There are several benefits of practicing scales in sequences. When you are practicing a scale, you want both the 
scale pattern and the sound of the scale ingrained into your knowledge so that you do not have to think about 
the notes of the pattern when you are improvising. 

Additionally, you want to ingrain the sound of the scale such that you can hear potential tones to move to in a 
solo and intuitively be able to know where you can play that tone in your pattern 

Practicing a wide range of sequences for each scale you learn will help ingrain your understanding of both the 
pattern and the sound of the scale. 

Additionally, playing small parts of a sequence of a scale is common in soloing, so by practicing these sequences, 
you can actually play parts of the exact sequences in your solos. 

It is also useful to practice your scales and sequences over a backing. This helps you learn the sound of the scale 
in relation to the sort of chords it may be played over. 



	  
	  

You can then move into starting to form phrases and licks from the scale, practicing over relevant backing tracks 
and moving into improvisation with the scales. 

 


